Abstract. We give an explicit construction of the antiequivalence of the category of finite flat commutative group schemes of period 2 defined over a valuation ring of a 2-adic field with algebraically closed residue field. This result extends the earlier author's approach to group schemes of period p >
Introduction 0.1. Basic notation. Everywhere in the paper k is algebraically closed field of characteristic 2, K 00 is the fraction field of the ring of Witt vectors W (k) and [K 0 : K 00 ] = e ∈ N. Let O 0 = O K 0 be the valuation ring of K 0 , π -a fixed uniformiser in K 0 , K = K 0 (π), where π 2 = π 0 , and O = O K . We set S = k [[t] ] where t is a variable. Let σ : S −→ S be such that σ(s) = s 2 , s ∈ S. Denote by κ SO : S/t 2e −→ O/2O the rings isomorphism such that κ| k = id and κ SO : t mod t 2e → π mod 2. For a natural number u, i denotes always a vector of length u with coordinates from the set {0, 1} and r(i) denotes the sum of these coordinates. 0.2. Categories of group schemes. Let R be a local ring of characteristic 0 with residue field k. Denote by Gr R the category of finite flat commutative group schemes G over R such that 2id G = 0.
Remind that G = SpecA(G), where A(G) is a flat R-algebra of finite rank |G| and the structure of group scheme on G is given via the Ralgebra morphisms e G : A(G) −→ O (counit) and ∆ G : A(G) −→ A(G) ⊗ R A(G) (coaddition) satisfying standard axioms.
Denote by Gr et R and Gr mult R the full subcategories of etale and, resp., multiplicative group schemes. Then any G ∈ Gr R has the maximal etale quotient j et : G −→ G et and the maximal multiplicative subobject i mult : G mult −→ G. Because k is algebraically closed any etale object in Gr R is a product of finitely many copies of the constant etale group scheme of order 2, (Z/2) O = Spec Map(Z/2, R). Similarly, any multiplicative group scheme in Gr R is a product of finitely many copies of the constant multiplicative group scheme of order 2, µ 2 = SpecR[Z/2].
Introduce the category Gr * R as follows. Its objects are the objects from Gr R and for any G 1 , G 2 ∈ Gr R ,
where R(G 1 , G 2 ) consists of the morphisms
whith arbitrary f ∈ Hom Gr R (G (S mult , S et ) has only one non-trivial morphism and it is given by the correspondence n → t 2e m.
The main result.
In this paper we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 0.1. There is an antiequivalence of categories : Gr O 0 −→ MF e S . This was proved by C.Breuil [2] and M.Kisin [4, 5] in a more general context of all p-group schemes. The proofs are obtained from the study of p-divisible groups and essentially use the crystalline Dieudonne theory which is built on a geometrical approach due to the Raynaud theorem about the existence of embedding of any p-divisible group into an abelian scheme. This approach has been generalized recently by W.Kim [3] and E.Lau [6] to the case p = 2. (Lau's result uses Zink's theory of displays and windows.)
On the other hand, an explicit and direct construction of the antiequivalence
in the case p > 2 was given by the author [1] . The above theorem extends that construction to the case p = 2. We should notice that this extension is very far from to be straightforward for the following reasons.
First, when relating group schemes over O 0 ⊂ O and filtered Smodules we use the identification of rings S/t 2e and O/2. But when working modulo 2 we can't control quite efficcently all morphisms in the category Gr O , e.g. the both elements of Hom Gr O ((Z/2) O , µ 2,O ) coincide modulo 2O. This explains why we use the quotient categories Gr essentially complete information about the objects and morphisms of the category Gr O .
Second, when working with odd prime numbers p > 2 the ideal pO is considerably smaller than the maximal DP -ideal in O. If p = 2 we have no such "safety margin" because 2O is already the maximal DP -ideal in O. The adjustment of methods of [1] to the case p = 2 required a profound revision of all constructions used in there, especially the proof of the surjectivity of the functor G
. In particular, the so-called Main Lemma was restated in a more precise form and provided with an essential elaboration. As a result, all main features of our approach from [1] were preserved in the case p = 2. Roughly speaking, when considering the case p > 2 it is enough to use only first two terms of the expansion of the Lubin-Tate logarithm l LT (x) ≈ x + x p /p but when p = 2 we need to be more precise l LT (x) ≈ x + x 2 /2 + x 4 /4. Finally, notice that all applications developed in [1] : a criterion for the Galois module to come from the Galois module of geometric points of G ∈ Gr O 0 , the relation between group schemes from Gr O 0 and Faltings's strict modules in characteristic 2 and an explicit description of the duality in Gr O 0 can be done along the lines of the approach from [1] in the case p = 2 as well.
1. Construction of the functor G O : MF e S −→ Gr O We use all notation and assumptions from Introduction, in particular, the definition of the category MF e S and the corresponding properties of its objects. Remind also that we fixed an identification κ SO : S/t 2e S ≃ O/2O such that κ SO | k = id and κ SO (t mod t 2e ) = π mod 2.
With above notation suppose θ ∈ Hom MF S (M, N ) is a ϕ 1 -lift and let Kerθ = (T, T, ϕ 1 | T ). ConsiderT = T /tT with the natural structure of a k-vector space and denote byT nil andT inv the subspaces inT such that ϕ 1 | T induces a nilpotent σ-linear morphism onT nil and an invertible σ-linear morphism onT inv . The proof of the following Lemma is quite straightforward. 
} has a natural structure of S-module and coincides with
′ . This fact implies easily the following criterion of the existence of a descent of M ′ to S.
S ′ then the following two properties are equivalent: 
loc . Notice that J B is provided with the standard DP -structure by the map b → −b 2 /2, b ∈ J B , and J B is the maximal ideal in J B where this DP -structure is topologically nilpotent.
We shall denote by Aug * O the following category. Its objects are the objects of the category Aug O and for any
where R is the following equivalence relation: Proof. Indeed, it can be deduced from condition C1 (similarly to Lemma 2.2.2 from [1] 
) This implies that the ideal I A is generated by the coordinates of the vectorX
and A is flat over O. 
Proof. Consider M = M ⊗ S S/t 2e ∈ MF S . Clearly, the natural projection M −→ M is a special ϕ 1 -lift and ι M is the composition of this projection and a uniqueι M ∈ Hom
where the S-module structure is induced by the given O-module structure via the identification κ SO and ϕ 1 :
The proposition will be proved if we show
A and due to the isomorphism (1.1) we can follow the linear terms to obtain that
Therefore, i o i X i is congruent modulo π e M 0 to an O-linear combination of the coordinates of the vector (
(Use that J A is a DP -ideal and I A (2) 2 ⊂ J A .) Finally, letṽ 0 =ṽ and for n 0,ṽ n+1 = ϕ 1 (ṽ n ). We must prove that for n ≫ 0,ṽ n = 0.
Let
Therefore, any element a ∈ A ′ can be uniquely presented in the form
and denote by ρ : A ′ −→ A/2 the composition of the natural inclusion A ′ into A and the reduction map A −→ A/2.
. The lemma is proved.
Finally, the above lemma implies thatṽ N 0 ∈ π e M 1 and, therefore,
The proposition is proved.
The maps Θ
and the identity morphism on I B et induces the natural morphism Proof. Suppose A = (A, I A ) ∈ Aug O (M) is given via a special choice of vectorsm 0 andm 1 with the coordinates in M 0 and, resp., M 1 , and the matrix C ∈ M u (O) from Subsection 1.4.
Notice that V = (J B / J B ) n has a natural structure of a finite dimensional vector space over k and the correspondencex → (−1/2)(xC) (2) induces a σ-linear morphismφ : V −→ V. By an elementary result of σ-linear algebra,φ − id : V −→ V is surjective (use that k is algebraically closed). This proves the part a). The part b) follows easily from the congruence (
and the map Θ is given viab mod J B →b 0 mod J B . Therefore, the part a) of Proposition 1.7 follows from the part a) of above Lemma. Ifx is the vector from the part b) of above Lemma and then the correspondencem →x identifies
with 
Group schemes
We can describe the structures of M ⊕ M and A ⊗ O A via the S- 
and • ∆ mod R = ∆ * A ;
• G = SpecA becomes an object of the category Gr O when provided with the counit e and the coaddition ∆. 
The corresponding k-module of 2-coboundaries equals
We have the following two facts:
Now notice that ∆ depends only on the residuē
We have the following properties: a) ∆ defines a morphism of augmented algebras iff (ᾱC) (2) +ᾱ has all its coordinates in πI A et ⊗A et .
b) ∆ determines a structure of commutative group scheme on G = SpecA iffᾱ mod πI
The proof of property a) uses the equations (−1/2)(XC) (2) =X for A, the property b) is equivalent to the axioms of coassociativity and cocommutativity for G. As for the property c), note that0 = 2id G (X) = mult(∆(X)) = 2X + mult() and, therefore, mult loc has all its coordinates in J A⊗A or, equivalently, mult(ᾱ loc ) ≡ 0 mod πI A et . Now we can finish the proof of Proposition 1.10.
This means thatᾱ(∆ 0 ) = (0,ᾱ et ) and by the above properties a)-c),
We can assume thatγ loc = ω(δ +ᾱloc ) and, therefore, (γC) (2) +γ has all its coordinates in πI A et . Therefore, there is a unique
The Proposition is proved. Proof. For i = 1, 2 let • A i = (A i , I A i ) be the corresponding augmented O-algebras with the coalgebra structures uniquely given by the coadditions ∆ i :
Letᾱ = (ᾱ loc ,ᾱ et ) be the vector with the coordinates in I A et
and (γC) (2) +γ has all coordinates in πI A et
2
. This implies that there is an u ) can be made in such a way that the conditions C1 and C2 from Subsection 1.4. are satisfied. Also notice that alls i divide t e . Setn 0 = ϕ 1 (n 1 ) and let the matrices U ∈ M u (S) and U 0 ∈ GL u (S) be such thatn
where 
Remind thatX = (X loc ,X et ), where
Then the condition C2 implies:
•
* and X i ∈ I B et . Therefore, the matrix C = (c ij ) has the following block structure
. . , j u ), appear as the solutions in I B⊗B of the following system of equations with 1 i u,
The coordinates of et are determined by these equations uniquely and belong to the ideal J B . The coordinates of loc are unique under the assumption that j 1 , . . . , j u 0 ∈ J B ⊂ J B .
Remark. One can easily verify that the above system of equations when considered modulo any DP -ideal I of B such that I ⊂ J B has a unique solution mod I under the assumption that for 1 i u 0 , all j i ∈ J B . 1.9.2. The ideals I B (α) and I B (α) loc , α ∈ O. In the above construction of the O-algebra B, any a ∈ I B can be uniquely written as
where (by our general agreement from Introduction) i = (i 1 , . . . , i u ) is a non-zero vector with the coordinates i 1 , . . . , i u ∈ {0, 1}, and all
In addition, for arbitrary α ∈ O, the O-modules I B (α) and I B (α) loc depend generally on the above chosen special construction of B. Nevertheless, one can verify that:
• for any α ∈ O, I B (α) and I B (α) loc are ideals in B;
• for α|2, it holds I B (α) = {a ∈ I B | a 2 ∈ αI B } and
loc satisfy the following property:
We need below the corresponding property for the ideals J B and J B .
Proposition 1.12. The ideals J B and J B satisfy the property 1.5.
Proof. Any element of J B is a sum of "elementary" elements of the
2). It will be sufficient to verify property (1.5) for such elementary elements.
If a = π e o i 1 X i 1 there is nothing to prove.
If ν(a) = 0 then i 1 + i 2 = i and there is nothing to prove. If ν(a) 1 and, say, i j1 = i j2 = 1 use the identity X Remark. For any α ∈Ō we shall denote below by IB(α) and IB(α) loc similar ideals of theŌ-algebraB = B ⊗ OŌ . Clearly, they also satisfy the above property (1.5).
1.9.3. Recovering N .
This means that all non-linear terms amongst o i X i (i.e. the terms with r(i) = i 1 + · · · + i u 2) belong to J B .
Using that the ideals J B and J B⊗B depend functorially on the group scheme G O (N ) (i.e. do not depend on a choice of the special construction in Subsection 1.9) we obtain the following property. Corollary 1.14. The functor G O is fully faithful.
In Subsection 3 we need the following version of Proposition 1.13. SupposeB = B ⊗ OŌ and a = iō i X i ∈ IB, where allō i ∈Ō. Denote byJ the ideal inB generated byη i X i ⊗ X i , 1 i u 0 , and all elements of 2I Proof. This is implied by the following observation: if b ∈ I B⊗B is a monomial, 1 i u 0 and bη i X i ⊗ X i contributes to the coefficient for a monomial X i 1 ⊗ X i 2 in δ + (a) then b should be divisible either by X i ⊗ 1 or by 1 ⊗ X i . (Use that i 1 and i 2 have no common coordinates equal to 1.) Then
In this section we prove that any G ∈ Gr O from the image of G O has a canonical descent to O 0 , G 0 ∈ Gr O 0 . Therefore, the fully faithful functor G O appears as the composition of the fully faithful functor G 
Proof. It will be sufficient to prove that ∆(I A 0 ) ⊂ I A 0 ⊗A 0 , where ∆ is the coaddition on A.
Let Gal(K/K 0 ) = {id, τ } and ∆ 
Using that all τ (α kl ) ≡ α kl mod 2πO, we conclude that for any a ∈ I A , ∆ (τ ) (a) ≡ ∆(a) mod J A⊗A . Therefore, by results of Subsection 1.6, ∆ = ∆ (τ ) and all α kl ∈ O 0 . The part a) is proved.
The part b) follows by similar arguments. 
Proof. Use induction on the order |G| of G.
The case |G| = 2. Here A = O[X]
, where X 2 = ηcX with η ∈ O 0 , η|2 and c ∈ O * . Clearly, we can take • Suppose A ′ is a flat O ′ -algebra and τ is a generator of Gal(K ′ /K).
Then the existence of a flat O-algebra A such that
Then one can state a similar criterion for the objects of MF e 0 e S ′ where S ′ is a tamely ramified extension of S of degree e 0 and deduce the part a) from the fact that tame descent data for 
This means that for any 2-adic ring R its topological nilradical m(R) is provided with the structure of abelian group via the operation
where f, g ∈ m(R) and for indeterminantes X, Y ,
. We have the following simple properties:
n . In particular, 
In particular, ifs ∈ S * we can always assume that (2.1)
In terms of the corresponding O-algebras we have: and b 1 ∈ I B 0 . From now on we use the Lubin-Tate group law. Clearly, there is
The equation for Y
′ can be found as follows. From (2.2) we obtain that (ηY +η ′ h) 2 = −2ηY . Then using the properties of the Lubin-Tate group law from Subsection 2.2.3 we obtain: 
is an antiequivalence of the categories MF e S and Gr O 0 it remains only to prove the following result.
The proof will be given in Subsections 3.1-3.11. It uses induction on the order |G 0 | of G 0 . 
The case
Because the original elements η i are defined up to units of O 0 we can assume that allη i =η
Our strategy is to use the explicit construction of [1] . LetŌ be the valution ring of an algebraic closure of
Then there is a group epimorphism Θ : H −→ Ext Gr O 0 (H 0 , µ η ) attaching to f ∈ H, the group scheme Θ(f ) = SpecA 0 ∈ Gr O 0 such that
• e(X) = 0 and ∆(1 +ηX) = (1 +ηX) ⊗ (1 +ηX) · δ × f ;
Remark. This result was proved in [1] in a more general context of p-group schemes, where p is any prime number. The case p = 2 is much easier to obtain.
Note that ifη / ∈ O * (i.e. if µ η is not multiplicative) then obviously f ∈ 1 + I be such that for any
(with respect to the Lubin-Tate group law) consisting of
, where E(X) = exp(l LT (X)) is the Artin-Hasse exponential. The above mentioned description of the elements of the group Ext Gr O 0 (H 0 , µ η ) will be used below in the form of the following statement. Proposition 3.2. Θ LT is a group epimorphism and its kernel equals
3.4. Main Lemma. In next subsections we shall work systematically with the Lubin-Tate group law from Subsection 2.2.3. We always bear in mind the following agreement: if, say, a ∈ I B appears in the form [a] then a is assummed automatically to be an element of I loc B , that is the corresponding result of the Lubin-Tate addition is automatically well-defined.
Remind that we use the multi-indices i = (i 1 , . . . , i u ), where all coordinates of the vector i belong to {0, 1}. We shall use this indices for the abbreviation X i := X 
The proof of this Lemma will be given in Subsection 3.6 below. This is a simplified version of the proof of the Main Lemma from the paper [Ab], where we studied group schemes of period p > 2. As a matter of fact this simplified version works equally well also in the case p > 2.
3.5. Auxiliary statements. The following lemmas admit straightforward proofs and are quite analogous to the lemmas from [1] .
Remark. With the notation from above Lemma 3.5 note the following special cases:
where α 2 ∈m is such that (α 2 ) = (α 2 1 , 2). Proof. From the definition of the Lubin-Tate group law it follows that
2 ) loc and if u 0 < i u then C ∈m and again Cj i ∈ IB(α 2 2 ) loc . Therefore, the first, second and forth terms of the right-hand side of (3.1) belong to IB(α 2 2 )
loc . As for the last term of that formula it remains to note that
3.6. Proof of the Main Lemma. Prove that for any α ∈m such that α|2, it holds
First, there is an α 0 ∈ m, α 0 |2, such that our formula holds with
By induction on α it will be sufficient to prove that if (3.2) holds with α = α 1 ∈m then it also holds with α = α 2 such that (α 2 ) = (α 2 1 , 2). Apply Lemma 3.4 to obtain
loc . The condition δ LT (f ) ∈ηI B 0 ⊗B 0 ⊂ηI B⊗B implies (use Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6) that (3.3) 
The property b) implies that the last summand in (3.3) disappers modulo IB(α loc by contributing to the corresponding f α 2 ∈ηI B . As for the property a), consider the elements o
loc .
Proof. Suppose 1 i u 0 . In this case X 2 i ∈ I B (η i ) loc and the property (
Now for any 1 i u,
loc where all terms in the right-hand side belong to IB(α 1 ) loc 2 ⊂ IB(α 2 ) loc . Thus the right-hand side is congruent modulo IB(α
loc . Lemma 3.7 is proved.
Finally, we finish the proof of formula (3.2) by noting that
whereã ∈ηI B . Now use formula (3.2) with α = 2. Then (4) loc . LetJ be the ideal inB ⊗ŌB introduced in Subsection 1.9.3. Then j 1 , . . . , j u 0 ∈J , andmj u 0 +1 , . . . ,mj u ⊂J and the relation δ LT (f ) ∈ ηI B⊗B implies that 
Then the property of the matrix C from Subsection 1.9.1 implies that 
Proof. It will be sufficient to verify by straightforward calculations that the congruences from our Lemma transform the congruences (3.6) into congruences obtained from equalities (1.3) by considering them modulo I B⊗B (16) (i) .
One can easily see that the above elements B i ∈ I loc B⊗B appear in the form
loc where all γ s 1 s 2 i ∈ O. Introduce the elements
Then we have:
loc is the unique solution of the congruences
• for all i, δ
Now we can state the following elaboration of the Main Lemma.
Proposition 3.9. In Lemma 3.3 (Main Lemma) the elements D i ∈Ō, 1 i u, and g := r(i) 2 D i X i ∈ IB ⊗B can be taken in such a way that
, where 1 t u and allõ t ∈ηO;
Remark. The congruence a) implies that:
• allõ t ≡ 0 modη t ;
• if u 0 < t u thenõ t ≡ 0 modη t π.
Then using the explicit formulas for the elements j i , 1 i u, modulo the ideals I B⊗B (16) (i) from Lemma 3.8 we obtain
Following the coefficients for X t ⊗ X t , 1 t u, we obtain that
This proves the part a) of the proposition. The remaining terms of the relation
+g is of the form r(i) 2 C i X i and the relation δ + h ∈ I B⊗B mod IB(4) loc implies that h ≡ h 0 mod I loc B (4) with h 0 ∈ I B . Therefore, by replacing f 0 by f 0 − 2h 0 we obtain the property b). 
(In both sums 1 i u and 0 l 3.)
belong to 2LB + 4IB. It remains to note that
3.9. Special element h ∈ IB and its properties. With above notation set 
